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SuMlvvLRY 

The King.3 are of delta planform, with aspect ratio of exposed pairs of 

panels 0.31, and total span of 2.5 times the diameter of the body, which is 

of fineness ratio IV. The rectangular controls, of spsn equal to that of the 

wings, and the chord 0.5 times the body duxmeter, are mounted with a half chord 

gap to the wing trailing edge. Loads are measured on one control in addition 

to overall loads. The tests cover an incidence range up to 22 degrees for 0 and 

45 degrees roll and a complete roll range for incidences of 6, 12 and 20 degrees 

with elevator angles of 0, 10, 20 and 30 degrees. A brief survey of tine flow in 

the region of the tail at M = 2.8 at an ucidenoe of 20 degrees IS included. 

The results show that there are large variations with roll angle in both 

stabiliser effectiveness in pitch and elevator effectiveness. Aileron effective- 

ness is fairly constant. The rolling moment variation with roll angle on the 

complete model changes from being stable when one pair of wings is horizontal 

for all incidences at subsonic speeds and for lox incidence at supersonic 

speeds, to being unstable for high incidence at supersonic speed. It is 

suggested that this effect msy arise mainly from the interactIon of the body 

vortices and of the vortices from the near horizontal wings with the wing on 

the leeside of the body. 

* Replaces R.A.E. Technical Rerort 66326 - A.R.C. 28680. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The tests reported here were made to study the effect:veness of .dl- 

movmg rectangular controls mounted faLrly closely behux?.,and alIgned nrlth, the 

trsllmg edges of the wxngs of a slender cruciform model. Provision was made 

on the model to mount the controls in three positions mth gaps of 0.05, 0,5 

and 1.0 contml chord between the co&ml leadrng edges and wrng trading 

edges. The present tests refer to the mrddle one of the three posltlons. 

Treadgold and fierce' have stuhed the varxdlon in the behaviour of controls 

with change of position on somewhat slmrlar models at a Mach number of 4.3. 

They found that controls very close behlnd the wing trading edge had a marked 

non-lmear varlatlon in performance wxth both control angle and lncdence 

whxh was allevrated as the gap was Increased. In spite of the fact that the 

detads of the results of Ref.1 must be dependent upon Maoh number, It was 

consdered that, on the baszs of Ref.1, the present test should be restricted 

to one control posltlon and that this should not be too close to the wing 

trailing edge. 

The aim of the tests was to study control and stabdlser effectiveness 

as affected by model attitude both in lnci&ence and ml1 angle and by Mach 

number. A parallel rnvestlgat~on, some prellmuxxry results of which are 

given by Sadler2, studies the relative merits of various types of controls 

as applied to a monoplane model of larger span. 

Because no measurements of controlbehavlour on the body alone were 

made, simple estimates for thrs condltlon are used as a criterion for 

effectiveness. Results of measurements on the model wlthout controls are 

however included. As a further help in understsndlng the results, a brief 

survey of the flow In the region of the controls was made at a Mach number 

of 2.8 and an uxldence of 20 degrees. 

2 DFSCRIFTION OF MODEL MVD TESTS 

The model wdh controls 1s shown In Flg.1. It 1s denoted as 

X B5 W8 Ai c5b, where the symbols specify respectively that the model IS 

cruclfonn, and the arrangement of the forebody, wxngs, afterbody and 

controls. The body is of length 16 hameters (d = 3.7 in) to the wing 

trading edge rncludlng a nose length of 3 dmmeters, for which the shape 

1s defined in Flg.1, and has B parallel afterbody length of 3 alameters. The 

wmgs have .a total span of 2.5d, and. the aspect ratlo of the exposed pairs 
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of wings is 0.3098; the thiokness ohord rat10 is I.39 at the root, an3 leading 

and trallug edges are chsmfered at 15 degrees included angle normal to the 

edges. The controls, in line with the vnngs, are rectangular in planform of 
panel aspect ratio 1.5 ad chord. 0.9. They arc of simple double-wedge section 

with the maximum thickness of IO'Z chord at the l4< chord posltlon which is 

also the hinge line position. The gap between the Wang trailuq edgs ana the 
control leading edge is 0.253. The control root gap is about O.OOW or 0.008 

times the control chord. 

The model was mounted on a six component strain gauge balance, arml ono 

control panel (that set to starboard at zero roll angle and denoted by sub- 

script y) was mounted on a balance. The balance, whloh rotated with the control, 
was gauged to measure force nod to the control surfaoz, rolling moment about 

an axis in the plane of the control ad hinge moment about an axis at &C$ chord. 

The model base pressure was measured by means of n strain gauge pressure trans- 
ducer connected to the balance cavity. Transition trips of GO grade oarborundum 

(0.01 in high) were provided on the body nose nrd on the wing and control 
leading edges. 

Because the control angles COI&I not be varied by remok opcratlon, the t 
test programme was chosen to rmninuse the number of control angle changes. It 
was assumed that there would be little intcrferuncc betwcsn the controls, so . 
that aileron power could be determind by measu=ng the rolling moment on the 

"live" panel only, an3 sunmung the results at intervals of 90 degrees in h (roll I 

angle) at a Bvd:n total incidence 17. By varying tire opposite controls s.s 

elevators, pitch or yaw control co&3 be stdicd over the roll rmge. Tilis coda 
possibly have been done by varying one control only, but the pitching moment 

accuracy was marginal, and also th3 use of two controls avoids nrqf uncertainty 

of the behaviour of the carry over of the lift to the body from one control 

compard vnth two. Th-c basic progranme was thus chosen to cover a varlatlon 

in elevator angle j7j = $ (Ey - &-y)] giving pitching or yavdng effeotlveness, 

and measurements of loads on one panel (+y) to g1vc aileron effectiveness. 

All tests were run at a unit Reynolds number of about 2 x IO6 per foot 

(Red = 0.62 x 106). Details of the progr-e are given in Table 1. 

3 PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 
+ 

The overall loads are presented as aerodynamic oozffroiznts (-es, Cm etc) 

referred to a set of right-&n&d axes fixed in the mdel, vath orqin 43 

forward from the wing trailing edge, in which x is fori{ard, and y is to star- 

bond. The bcdy cross-sectional area is used as reference area 3rd the body 

r 
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dmmeter as reference length. The axial force coefficient is corrected to Zero 

base drag. Coefficients C-C;, m C' etc) are also given, referred to axes in which 

x remains forward along the body but y' is normal to the plane containing the 

x axis and the wind vector, with x, y, z and x, y', z' corn&dent for zero 

roll angle (x = 0). Additionally lift and drag coefficients (CL, CD) are given 

in stability axes, where lift is measured normal to the plane containing the 

y axis and the wind vector, and drag is measured along the proJection of the 

wind vector on the ex plane. The drag coeffictent defined in this way is 

misleading at other than small values of roll angle in, for example, producing 

a change 111 drag coefficient between A = 0 and 90 degrees at girren G 

The control loads are measured with respect to axes fixed 111 the 'live' 

control panel, and are expressed as coefficients (-Cz , C C, ) in axes with 
P $' P 

origin at the intersection of the control hinge line and body centre-line, with 

yP 
measured outwards along the hinge llnc, and zp ncrmal to the control plane, 

so that z and zp are parallel only at zerc cantrol angle. Ignoring the chord- 

wise force on the control, coefficients are also resolved to given coefflclents 

c-c; , Ck ) referred to axes in which s' is parallel to z. 
P P 

0th; symbols used are defined in the list of symbols. 

Complete sets of data are tabulated in Tables 2 and 3 but only results 

relevant to a brief analysis of the effectiveness of the controls both as 

stabilisers and as controls have been plotted. 

The estimated relative accuracy of the data based on an assessment of the 

scatter of the raw measurements is given in Table l+below for Bach numbers of 

0.6 and 2.0. Also given are the maximum errors noted U-I normnally symnzetrical 

arrangements where zero readings should be obtained. 

Table 4 

3 

: 

-c c c c 
CO~fflClWlC z m Y n c 
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Some of the differences between the tizo sets of fqures, e.g. for rolling 

moment, are probably genuine in the sense t-%t a completely symmetrical flow at 

high incidence on a sleder bcdy lray well be unstable, ad the least non- 

unlfonnity in mdel or approach flow will trigger an asymmetrical condition. 

The large errors in the panel loads are, however, mainly due to tanpcrature 

sensitivity of the balance which was being used over a very small part of its 

load range. 

4 CUCTEAISTICS AT X = 0 AND 45 DXGFJZS 

The basic results are plotted in Figs.2 to 9 ard the analysis in Figs.10 

to 17. The analysis is conf~ncd. to the direct cffectlvendss of the controls, 

and only brief ccmnnents are trade on other aspects of the results. 

The maxn feature of the overall loads (in relation to control behaviour) 

not brought out in the analysis is the interaction bctwecn the control Planes. 

The tests were not designed to study this, e.g. no information is obtainable 

on the interaction between ailemns an? elevators. However, the ya;izing moment 

plots of Fig.5(a) show the presence of an appreciabic lnternction bchveen 

pitching ad ysx-ing planes at M = 0.6 snd h = 45 degrees, where the change in 

yawing moment due to elevator deflection is up to 20,: of the pitching moment 
. 

change. The load is in the sense of giving an incremental load on the yawing 

controls of the same sign as that due to incidence (or sdeslip) but is not corn- " 

pletely symnetricsl with incidence. The effect diminlshcs ‘as Mach nuder 

increases ad is insignificant at M = 2.8. 

The positions of the "live" control chordwise and spanwlse centres of 

pressure, as well as no-1 force coefficient (nsolved normal to the body) arc 

shown 19 Figs.6 to 9. The chordkse centre of pa-essurc Position B is refer&. 
P 

to the hinge line in terms of body diameter d (wluch is twice the control 

chord), and is positive for positions forwoti of the hinge line. In the 

figures -?p has been Plotted, The spanwIse cc&r+ of prcssurc positlon, y 
P 

is in terms of body dianetar, with the origin at t:he body centre-line. An 

attempt has been de to impiove the accuracy of 2 p ‘and YP by modlfymg the 

values for zero control angle as given in the tabulations to texe account of 

non zero values of coefficients at eero incidence. The results, pzticularly 

for spanwisa cent&e of pressure position, are stdl very scattered. At 

h = 0 and -q = 0 the ohordwise centre of pressure at N = $6 and 0.8 is close 

to the quarter chord. line (-? = -0.075) d at supersonic speeds is close to 

the hinge line (40% chord, zpp= 0). Taking the ofintro as an x.olated pm~l, 

linear theory gives vslues of -X ranging from 0.01 to 0.04 for X = I.4 to 

2.8 ad the thicl-Jless effect3 w&bring t:le ccntrc of pressure forv~ard. At 
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P 

large control a&es the centre of pressure tends to tne control centre of 

area (-Ii = 
P 

0.05) at 16 = 0.6 and 9.8 but at svqersomc speeds moves ei't of 

this for large values of both control angle and mcdence. 

The sps.nw.se panel centre of area IS at y = 0.875. At zero control 
P 

angle the centre of Pressure is slightly mboad of this for incdence above 

about IO degrees. At small incidence it moves outboarri to values of y 
P 

around 1.0 or about two thirds eq~osed span. For tine largest control angle 

it is near or Just outboard of the centre of arca, cxccpt at IS = 2.8 where 

it is well outboard 

The paw21 normal force coefficients measured at h = +45 and -45 degrees 

have been plotted togsther (Pig.7), with the results at -45 degrees inverted. 

This treats the results at -45 degrees as being at +45 degrees ivlth opposite 

signs of nod=1 force, incidence and control angle ad gives a fuller picture 

of the effect of control angle. Because of eero shifts In the &ta there 1s 

n hscontinuity 23 the lines at zero control n@e (as s!cetcked in the plots). 

Apart from regions where th0 normal force 1s small or passes through 

a zero, there 1s fair agreement between the chordwise centre of pressure 

positions nt h = 0 and C45 degrees. The spanwise ccntr? of Pressure Posltlon 
at h = 45 degrees agrees fairly wel1wlt.h thc.t at h = 0 hut tends to bc 

further outboard at h z -45 degrees. 

4.1 Stnblliscr 0ffectiveness.h = 0, 45 de:arces 

The contribution of the controls at zero control angle to the stnbdlty 

of the model can be assessed m three ways, firstly from the loads mcasurod 

on the "live" control panel, secordly from tne chngc in overall pltching 

moment prcducd. by the eildition of the controls and thidly from the change 

in norm21 force. Following Pitts et al4 an estimate oi' th0 lmd on a per of 

panels on a. body alone nt zero control angle and incdence a is 

-C 
"P 

= CL aT ~'T(B) a 8 

the total normal force due to the addition of controls is 

-ACs = CL aT 2 @T(B) + %3(T)) a ' 

and the dditionsl pitching moment is 

ACm = 4T ACS 



where %(B) 
the lift on 

ana wo 
are, respectively, the factors at zero control angle for 

the tail surfaces in the presence of the body, an3 the lift on the 
a 

bo&y due to the presence of the tail, with CL the lift curve slope, based on 
aT 

their area, of the tail panels joined togath?r, nc distinction bemg made c 
between normal force and lift. The tail am, CT, is measured in umts of bcdy 

diameter. Values of these estlrnates are summarised in Table 5, using slender 

bdy formulae for the interference factors, ad lmear theory for the not wing 

lift curve slope. The tail arm, 8T, has been taken as the distance from the 

moment reference point to the oontrol hinge line. By dividmg the respective 

measurements at an inodence a by the estimates, values of effectiveness may 

be defined as follows 

k(p) : A 
S- 

'LaT < %(B) a 

C -C 

k(z) = %3T =!m 

-c ' @T(B) + s(T)) a LaT % 

c 
k = %BT - %rB 

-cL aT z 'T @T(B) + %(*)) a 

where tte subscripts W, B, T denote wing, body sn& controls respectively. 

Assudng the validity of the estimates, the various k will have a c-on value 

=w 9e 
of I-;;- -, 

( > %a 
where EW is the mean wing downwash across the control span 

&9e. 
aa 

IS the ratio of kinetic pressure in the vicinity of the controls to its 

freestream vslue. Strictly there should. also be included a term to account 

for any change of CL with change XI local Mach nmber. 
UT 

Figs.10 and 11 show for h = 0 and 45 degrees values of k(p), k(z) and 

E!J 
k plotted against incidence. Also shown as the full line is 1 - 7 dorived 

( > 

from the incidence for zero nod force on the "live" control panel. For a 

L 

1 
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control angle cy the panel normal force coefficient may be written 

where kT(B) is the slender body factor for tne lift on the control panel in 

the presence of the body. Hence for Cl = 0 
P 

kT(B) 'y 

a %(B) ' 

There is considerable uncertaxnty in obtaining the vslua 5, for zero panel 

normal force because of the apparent zero errors. It has been assuxzd that 

the zero error In C' 
=P 

for &y = 0 in Pigs.6 and 7 applies also when Ey * 0. 

Within the large scatter of the results there is reasonable correspondence 

between the three ways of obtaining efftictiveness, with perhaps a tcdcncy 

for k (from pitching moment) to be larger at large incidence than k(p) (from 

the panel load). The overall normal force gives very scattered results due 

to lack of accuracy. It is not used in subscquont detdmlnatlons of effect- 

Ivcness. The data is clearly not of god enough qudity to offer any conment 

on the rclatlve magnitudes of the intskference factors used. The cffectlve- 

ness 1s always small varyxng from less than 0.2 at awl1 incidence at sub- 

sonic speeds to about 0.5 at high incdence and supersonE speeds. It is 

xortn noting that at subsonx speed, the cffcctlvc incidence of the controls 

at 20 degrees inc'idence of the body is only some 4 to 5 degrees ad. hence 

there is no indication of any stall for Ey = 0 in Figs.6(a), (b) and 7(a), (b). 

The results at h = 0 and 45 degrees arc fairly simmllnr -with a tendency 

for the vducs at A = 45 to be higher at incidences of about 10 degrees but 

to fall off at higher incidence. The two panels concerned at X = 45 are 

operating in d.Lfferent condxtions, and the corfespordonce witl- h = Cl is 

obtained only as an average of the two panels. The -bn.n&v~ panel is ~nfact 

much more effective than at h = 0 and the 1eewu-d. panel much less, ns can be 

seen from Pig.27. 

Referring to Fig.10 (h = 0) at the lower Mach numbers the effectiveness 

tends towards a pure downwash effect at large incdcnce, assuGng that non- 

lincnrlties in lift ?u-ve are not significant because of tile s1da11 effectlvc 

incvkmoe. At smaller incidence the c ,ffectxvenzss 1s well below that 

attributable only to do;snwash. For example at X = 1.4 and 5 degrees 
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incidence a kinetic pressure of only about half freestrearn is implied. The 

effect of the vsing flow field is thus important in more than rduoing lccal 

incidence at tne controls but also in producing reduction of local kinetic 

pressure. 

One object of the extensive programme of which this eqerzment forms a 

part was to stdy how far missile shapes can be obtained In which the charac- 

teristics arc independent of &ch number. It has been shown in Ref.1 that 

at a Mach number of 4.3 lccal condltzons at the rCng trailing edge, considered 

two-dunensiomlly, play a dominant part in the behaviour of controls close to 
the trsiling edge, an3 thus there might be expected to be a dependence of the 

flan pattern over the controls nt a given incidence upon Mach number,at any 
rate for high supersonic speeds. 

An attanpt to assess how far this dependence os,n be seen in the present 

experiments has been made. It might be expected that, if the dowrash pattern 
at a givon incidence does not change with Mach mdbcr, the mean downwash over 

the controls would simply be proportional to the wing load producing the down- 
wash; and, therefare, that the stabiliser effectiveness at a given incdence 

~Lllbe linearly related. to the wing 10~3 with a vd~ of uniti for seru wing 

load. The land on one wing panel of a special version of this male1 has 
5 recently been measured by Ogle, and Fig.12 shows the stabiliser effectiveness 

nt zero roll nzd 20 degrees incidenoe plotted against a wing panel normal 

force coefficient. It canbe seen that the velucs of k lie close to n straight 
line passing through unity for zero wing load but that, possibly the doimwash 

varies mom steeply. There is thus little evidence from Fig.12 to show a 

deperdcnce of flow pattern upon Mach number within the range of these tests. 

Sohlierenphotographs in Fig.13 show marked cbngcs in vortex pattern 

with change of Mach number. The photographs cover tiB Mach number range for 

incidemes of f20 degrees with a control angle of 30 dcgrscs. A possible inter- 

pretation of the photographs may be as follows. At the lower IJaoh numbers 

the body vortices are weaker en3 the '"ing mrtices stronger than at high Mach 

nwbers. The body vortioes at lower Mach numbers arc therefore closer to the 

body, and are push& even closer to the body by the downwash from wing vortices. 

As Maoh rider increases, the situation progmssive:ly reverses, until the body 
vortices dominate ad the upwash from them smappa ths wing vortices away from 

the bcdy. There is thus a progressive increase of dlstznco from the body of 

both wing and body vortices with increase of %ch nu!riber. 
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Because of the suggestions of Ref.1 a brief survey of the flow in the 

* region of the controls mas made at a = 20 degrees and M = 2.8 in a plane 

normal to the body axis, and situated at about 0.7L control chord. The cross- 

? flow directions measured relative to the bcdy are shown in Fig.14. The 

measurements were made along two circular arcs at radii from the body ccntre- 

line of 0.81d and l.Oed. 'The lengths of' ths arro~rs sre proportional to the 

crossflow angles and. are not strictly crossflow vectors. The "full" arrows 

are the directions as measured. Now the effectiveness as sho;m in Flg.10 

is intended to exclude the effect of the body by using as datum estimates 
which include bcdy effects. The estinntes USC slander body interference 

factors, ard the corresponding datum for the flow field has been t&en to be 
the crossflow past a cylindrical body in incompressible flow (even though 

the crossflovr Nmch number is 0.82). The directions corrected to this datum 

are shown by the broken arrows. On the line s = 0 the incldenoe is between 

0.8 and 0.9 times the freestream incidents. The fzelds of the wing and body 

vortices, which are shown in the sahlieren photograph to be at values of z/d of 

about -2.2 snd -2.6, confuse the measurements for values of -z/d > 0.4 which 
is also roughly where the wing trailing shock intercepts tilz survey plane. 

The local incidence is shown in more detail in lig.15 where the measure- 
ments are compared with a two-dimensional flow picture. The simple assumption 

has been made that the flow approaching the wing trailing edge is that 

obtained by isentropic expansion or compression from the freestream direction. 

At the trailing edge the flow on the lower surface traverses two expansion 

fsns and that on the upper surface an expansion fan and a shock wave. 

Equilibrium between the two fields results in a small upwasn (~,,,/a = 1.07) 
at the dividing streamline. There is a further interaction on the upper 

surface batvrcen the expansion fan and the shock wave, which has not been 
calculated in detail, and which may not happsn in practice, bcoause of flow 

separation over the rear of the upper surface. For the s~nple inviscid flow 

model taken, qmtitative ngreement would not bo oqeoted; qualitatively 

the model is wall confixme3 by the experiment, the results of which .ai-e plotted 

against height regardless of spanwise position. It should be noted that the 

traverse at the larger radius passes through ths tip Xach cone (based on freo- 

stream Nach number) for small e/d. The lox1 inoidenoe at the control position, 

as a fraction of freestream, is reduced, prcsumabljr by wing and body vortices, 

to a value of about 0.8 compared with an cstimto of 1.07 arid compared with 

that derived from the control loads of about 0.6. The pitot pressure as * 

fraction of that in the freestream is also shoy+n in Fig.15. (The derivation 



of local Maoh number fram the experiments was not of sufficient accuracy to m&e 

its dctenination and that of lcoal total pressure maaningful.) The qualitntlvc 

agreement with the simple estimate again confirms the general character of the 

ass-d flow model. It may be concluded, for control surfaces close to a wing 

trailing edge, that local details of the flow which are Mach number dependent 

will play a part in determining their effectiveness. The importance of the 

local flow field mill increase with Mach number and the correlation of Pig.12 

may be expected not to be capable of extension to higher i&ch numbers. 

b 

* I, 

b-e2 Elevator effectiveness.X = 0. 45 degrees 

The effectiveness at A = 0 and 45 degrees is shown in Figs,16 and 17 

where kn is derived from the change in pitching moment, and kn(p) from the 

change in panel normal force, due to change in elevator angle. The changes of 

angle are taken from 0 to IO, 20 and 30 de'grces, and the presentation thus 

masks to some extent the loss of effectiveness which occurs subsonically with 

increase of angle. To obtain a common basis for comparison the measured 

changes are again given as fractions of simple estimates for controls on a body 

without wings. The details of the estirrrates are listed in Table 5. At supcr- 
sonic speeds there is good agreement between kn and kn(p) suggesting again that ~ 

the relative values of the interference factors are adequately estxmted, but 

kn tends to be higher than kn(p) at large incidence and large elevator angle . 
at subsonic speeds. The effectiveness for zero incid?ncc and 10 degrees control 

angle at X = 0 ranges from about 0.7 at M = 0.6, through s mznimum of 0.6 at 

M = 1.4, to between 0.7 an3 0.5 at the higher Mach nmbers and is not too 

inconslstcnt with the kinetic pressure ratio i-&~h might be dedJced from Xg.10, 

The behaviour at h = 45 degrees (Pig.17) is gencrsily similar to that 

at h = 0 (pig.16) and there is fair agreement at zero incidGncz tiers the twc 

sets are equivalent. The subsequent discussion is therefore limited to the 

results at h = 0. 

At M = 0.6 and 0.8 for small control angle and small incidence thz effect- 

ivencss is slightly greater at positive incidanoe than at negative incldcnce but 

falls off at high positive incidence and increases rapiiily for large negative 

incidence. At large control angles the variation with incidence and control 

angle reflects tre peculiar behaviour of the panel normal. force (Figs.6(a), (b)). * 
Taking the variation of Cs at +20 degrees incidcncc :iith change of control 

P 
angle there is apparently a stall for control angle above 20 degrocs, with a . 

mtium value of Cs of 0.43, which corresponds roughly to a coefficient based 
P 
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on its area of about 0.9. This value* is probably not far frm the :maxunu;n 

lift coeffloient for an unsnep t aerofoil with sharp lcaduq edge at the same 

9 Reynolds ntiocr m a free airstrem. (Various rlleasura~cnnts of CL range 
I1w 

from about 0.7 for large aspect ratlo to about 1.3 for utnt aspect ratio, 

5 mth the stalling angle varymg from about 7 degrrecs to over 30 dcgrecs.) 

At smaller values of model mcldence the panel normal force contmues to 

reach a maximum for control angles above 20 degrees but the naxmum depends 

upon the incidence. 'The explanation of this behaviour may lie in a cmplox 

interaction between the control surface, the wing wake and t:le body 5&11-&r; 

layer. Beomse of the large wmg downwash angles, the tilsturbed vnng wkc 

would pass over some part of the control when set at a large angle. At 

negative mnmdeme (and large positive control angle) tne undlstwbcd wake 

would impinge on the rear part of the control. The cmzulatlon round the 

control mght then brmg the vvakc fommrd so tha t the control is niore deeply 

Smersed in the wake aril mgh' b even create a large separation region on tne 

body. As the incidence is increased positively the wake -<till move Further 

forwax?i along the control chord, and mght eventually be swept over the 

control leading edge, alleviating the separation, ad 3llovmg the control 

normal force to mcrcase with ulcreasing mcdencc. Dcspltc this bekviour 

at negative incidence the effectiveness is greater than at large posltlve 

incidence. 

Because the flow is masked by the bcdy the schlicren photogrqphs of 

Flg.13 are not very helpful. However at bi = 0.8 there LS an mterestmg 

dlfforence betvrecn positive ard negative incidence. At +20 degrees incldcncc 

there arc indications of dmtwbances z.11 the vortex 4lich look rather like 

the flow from an undereqmndcd ,)3t. The sam phenomenon appears on photo- 

graph3 7uthout controls and one might gu*ss that it is associated v.lth vortex 

breakdown since the axial flow along the vortex core is likely to be super- 

sonic. At negative incidence the ~disturbanccs are absent. 

At supersonic spe&s up to IV! = 2 the effcctlvencss IS greater at 

negative incidence than at positive mzidence, prcsmbly because the >vlng 

w&c passes bcncath the control leading edg- so 'chat the control is m=ersed 

in the flow on the windward side of the body. Neglscting any shock losses, 

compression of the flow over th c controls at supersonic speeds should abreast 

the noms1 force bccausc of an incroasc in both local lift curve slope md 

local kinetic pressure. At the hlghcr two Mach numbers, because of the 

incroaslng influence of local. con&tions, it may be surm~scd that the wing 

wake is well clear of the controls for small control angles, so that the 
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control always operates in the windward side flow, and is not greatly affected by 

the sign of the incidence. The effect of the wing weke es it passes over the 

controls at near zero incidence gives a sharp drop in effectiveness and becomes 

increasingly marked with Increase of M. 

5 VARIATION OF CHARACTE3.ISTICS Xt'IW ROLL ANGLE % 

The loads at three values of total incidence u of about 6, 12 end 20 degrees 

are plotted against h in Figs.16 to 25. The overall loads are given only in 

model axes since these are more directly related to the control functions. Data 

in other axes are given in Tables 2 and 3. 

Because of the increased appreciation of the behaviour given by the control 

panel loads, some comments are made on Ihe overall loads. The first point of 

interest is the non monotonic variation of normal force at 20 degrees total 

incidence in the regions of h = +90 degrees (Fig.18) for M of 0.6, 1.4 end 2.0. 

This is also shown by the sideforce variation through h = 0 and 180 degrees 

(Fig.20). There is no reason to expect any irregular behaviour of the windward 

wing panel, and so the implication is either that the bcdy load changes radically, 

or that the wing panel on the leeside undergoes a reversal in load Just before 

reaching the vertical position*. The rise in pitching moment between A = 0 and 

90 degrees implies that this reversed load occurs well aft. '3nce the control 
panels are close to the wing trailing edge they will behave to some extent as a 

kind of extension to the wing. Some insight into the wing behaviour may, there- 

fore, be obtained from the control panel loads. Fig.23 shows that the load 

reversal near h = -90 degrees, suggested es occurring on the wing, does in fact 

occur on the control panel for & = 0 at supersonic speeds though not at ti = 0.6. 

The rolling moment variatizn (Fig.22) is also interesting in that at 

M = 0.6 the zero roll position is stable et all three values of incidence 

(positive roll produces negative rolling moment). Similarly h = 0 is a stable 

position at u = 12 degrees at M = 1.4 end 2.0, but is unstable at U = 20 degrees 

and at 12 and 20 degrees at M = 2.8. The behaviour of the lees~?e wing panel 

may agazn be the explanation, as is shown in the following table where the 

rolling moments of four control panels arc assembled for X = 15 degrees at 

u = 12 and 20 degrees. 

* Such a reversal has been measured by Spahr 
6 l 

on a wing panel of a oruoi- 
form wing-body of higher aspect ratio. 

. 
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+ u 

-I2 
f 

20 

Control position (A) 

M 

0.6 Ck 
P 

1.4 

2.0 

2.8 

0.6 Cl 
P 

1.4 

2.0 

2.8 

+I5 +I05 

-0.11 +o. cv& 

-0.14 +o. 04 

-0.12 +0.04 

-0.10 +0.03 

-0.24 +o. 05 

-0.30 +o. 10 

-0.24 +o. 09 

-0.48 +o. 07 

Total 
-165 -75 :: ’ e 

P 

+o. 08 -0.03 -0.02 

+o. 09 -o.oLk -0.05 

+a 08 -0.03 -0.03 

+o. 06 -0.01 -0.02 

+O.ll -0.06 -0.14 

+0.16 +o. IO +o. oa 

+0.14 +o. 04 +O.OJ 

+0.13 +o. 01 +O. Oj 

cG 

-0.2 

-0.2 

-0.1 

+0.05 

-0.8 

+0.2 

+c.5 

+0.4 

It can be 863~1 that the total rolling moment of the four cmtrol pamls 

(with the exception of u = 12 degrees at M = 2.8 xhcre the v‘alues are small) 

is of the ssmo sign as the measured overall rolling moment. ;"urthennorz the 

total rolling moment 1s approxl;mtely tnat on thz 1zasid.e panel. 

A monoplane at high ~ncxdertce 1s stable in roll at h = 0. The: add~tlon 

of a wiindvraxl side wing lnllbe destabilxsing, and the not result suggostLw3 

by the table above is of a neutral stability. Thus the sign of tho rolling 

rncment may be controlled by th; load on the lecslde panel, ivhlch might have 

beon expected to be the least slgnlficnnt. d complete explanation of the over- 

all behaviour must awsit the analysl .ss of the experuwnts on "ring pznmel loads 

but it seems clear that the wing-vortex mteraclxon is the tiominatlng mcimnm, 

and it wo&i be mtercsting to study the behaviour ever a u.Cte speed r,ulge 

of a shape such as that of Ref.1 whore the wings extend to the body apex ,xd 

the absence of separate b&y vortices might give a more r3gular varution. 

The other feature of the overall loads vhxh 1s not dxscusscd subsequently 

is again the intoractron between control plLanes. Tho yax~ng manant curves of 

Flg.21 show some effect of elevator angle at hgh mncG.~nc:: nt 3l = C, 6 dxinishing 

with increase c$ 1.7, The effect is largest w!len the elevator axu IS at about 

30 degrees to the vertical. 

Except m regions of small panel normal force th< pxwl chordasc centre 

of prcsswe (Pig.24) behaves as would be expected almost on an incrdence basis 

OKLY. The spnnw.se centre of pressure position (Yig.25) she-ws ccnslderable 
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scatter but there is scme consistency, in tha" ", w!lere the normal force reversal 

occurs (h = -60 and -75 degrees at superson-ic speeds) the centre of pressure 

moves inboard if the load changes sign but moves outboard if the positive load 

is merely reduced. This implies that the mechanism producing the load reversal 

effects the inboan3. part of the control most strongly. 

5.1 Variation of stabiliser effectiveness with roll snnle 

0 

9, 

The stabiliser effectiveness defined as in Section 4.1 is plotted against 

roll angle in Fig.26 where k(p) is derived from panel lads, an3 k from pitching 
moment for h = 0 to 45 degrees but from yawing mcanent for h = I+5 to 75 degrees. 

The use of yavnng moment was necessary as the model wlthout tad was not tested 

at roll angles beyolvi 45 degrees. Because there may be small zero shifts, tha 

data is less accurate than that in Figs.10 ard 11 and some inconsistencxs occur 
with the data of those flgures at X = 0 and 45 degrees. The inconsistencies 

between the overall results and the panel results may consequently not be genuine 

especially for h > 45 degrees where the incidence and thus the tail loads become 
small. The general trends from the panel loads arc more reliable and. are fairly 

clear. At M = 0.6 there is little effect of roll angle upon effectivenlss with 
the effectiveness small ad imreasing slowly with xnorease of incldmce. 

FdY'ectiveness increases,as noted in Section It.1 vnth increase of Mach number and * 

is unaffected by change of roll angle up to about 45 degrees but decreases -tith 

roll angle above 45 degrees at higher incidence. The effect is most marked. at 

M = I.&There at CT = 20 degrees 4 X = 75 degrees th o.&3.ition of the tail is 

actually destabilising. This is because of the load reversal on the leeside 

panel as shown in fig.27 where a single panel only is considered. This figure 
errphasizes the difference in behaviour of the leeside psndl at M = 0.6 and at 

M supersonic. The constancy of the effectiveness of the complate tail for 

A. < 45 degrees results because the individual panel effectiveness varies roughly 

linearly with X over this range*. 

5.2 Variation of elevator effectiveness with roll ande 

The elevator effectiveness, k,, and ktl(p), as defined In Section 4..2 is 

plotted ngninst X in Fig.28. At small incidence, Q = 5.8 degrees (Fig.28(a)), 

there is generslly good agre&%ntbetween kq(p) and k,, and the effectiveness 

is little &+x-dent upon X. Ho;vever at higher incidence (Figs.28(b) and (c)) 

the ngrezment between the 4x0 derivations of effectiveness declines sril the 

* It might be remarked that there is a distinction between the varia- 
tion of effectiveness with h in Fig.26 at constant tot& incidence c and 
comparison of Figs.10 and 11 XI which a is taken cs th.? vnriable. 
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variatzon with h increases. The general shape of the paxrs of curves is 

similar wth the k7 (fran pxtchlng moment) apparently an exaggeration of 
* kq(p) (from panel load). Of course this IS not unexpected suite the sxnple 

carryover factors assumed cannot apply to cotiitlons m which one panel of 
s a pan cat-rles several tunes the load of the other one, as F1g.30 shows to 

bc the case. Also where strong vortex interactIons are involved cnange of 

elevator angle may chollge the local flow pattern and so change the basis 

body loading. 

The wide varxation of elevetor effectiveness with roll angle and Xach 

rnniber 1s cledly an undesirable feature o f the present conf+ration azd 

if high lncdence 1s to be used to trike advatage of non-Lnear lift other 

forms of control need to be sought. 

5 7 Aileron effectiveness -- 

In a sunilar wsy to elevator effectiveness aderon effectiveness, kc(p), 

has been define3. as the ratlo of change m rollng moment due to change m 

aileron angle from 0 to 10, 20 and 30 degrees to the change given by a simple 

estimate. The estimate (Table 5) makes the saze assumptions as for elevators 
. and addltlonally that the spawise centre of pressure IS at half the panel 

span. The measured aileron torque has been obta3ned by surrn~~ng the rollrng 
z moment due to deflectxon of the lwe panel a t intcrvds of 90 degrees in h. 

Tine results are show-n in Frg.29. Despots tw lar&'- VEc-latlons of the ,nd1ndual 

panel cffectlveness (shown in Fig.30), the four jxnols ha-be an almost constant 

effect1vemss. For IO degrees adcron angle vnluzs range from 0.6 at X = I.& 

and 10~:~ incuknce, to about 0.85 at bl = 2.8 and c = 20 degrees. There is 

always a xduotlon ~~11 effectiveness nth lxlc1'oase of adoron angle above 

IO degrees. 

To put the aileron oower into perspective the rolling moment obtainable 

from 10 degrees control deflection 1s compared below vnth the total rolling 

moment measured at ~7 = 20 degrees ad h = 15 degrees 

M 0.6 1.1. 2.0 2.8 

AC4 5 = IO0 0.67 0.60 0.40 0.32 

%? -0.9 +0.2 +0.5 +o* 3 

i Though the mdel is not Intended "a be of a practical design the figures 

show that controls of the sue use6 wo~ti be barely adequate for roll control. 
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The final figure (30) shows the rolling effectiveness of a single panel for 

IO degrees control angle. Though no pretence is made that this figure is 
mx?ierstod son? comment is offered. The first point is that as Ey te,ds to r: 
zero the curves of Pig. 30 should be symn;etncsl about h = t90,i.e. s vertical 

plane of sjnmdry. That this is not quite so for $ = IO degrees shows that . 
the curves cannot be regarded solely as a treasure of local flow conditions. 

However, the main features can probably be referred to the local flow. At 

G = 6 degrees the tail region is probably free of vortices and there is 

little variation of effectiveness with 'h though the rnakmum occurring at 

h = -90 degrees as well as at h = +90 degrees seems inexplicable. As U 

increases ti-e effect of wing and bdy vortices becomes stronger snd at 

M = 2.8 the panel on the leestie (A = -90 degrees) is nlmost completely 

ineffective. As well as the low kinetic pressure which may result in this 

region fmm viscous losses in the vortices and from t!ne high Maoh nwriber 

on t'ne leeside of the wing, there may also be interference from the 'ring 

trailing shock. In contrast the panel at h = +90 degrees could be in a flow 

of reduced N&ch number and high kinetic pressure as shwn in Fig.15 The 

opposite behaviour as rmghtbe expected. from changes in kinetx pressure is 

shown for ifl = 0.6. 

Sinally it might be noted that there is rcxd:able sxnilsrlty between 

the curve for E = 2.8 at u = 20 degrees ad that of ?ig. 31 of Ref.1 at 

Id = 4. 3. 

. 

6 CONCLUSIONS 

The essential flow feature for a slender missilo of the type tested is 

the development at high lncidencc of coiled vortex sheets springing from the 

leading edges, giving rise, advantageously, to large non-linear contributions 

to lift. The tests show that, the rear controls mwnted closely behind the tting 

trading edges, have some undesirable characteristics which arc at least 

partially attributable to tix? vortex fields in which they operate. For this 

t>oe cf configuration other for,ns of controls should be so.:Zr,t. '!%e main 

findings are summer ised below. 

1 At zero control angle the stabiliser effactlveness is small at K = 0.6 

but increases with increase of Xach number. A flow survey shows that the flow 

in the region of the controls at 20 degrees imidence at X : 2.8 can be 

qualitatively related to a two-&i.mensional flew at the ting trtiling edge. 

Nevertheless, there exists a simple correlation between effectiveness an3 

wing lift at an inoldence of 20 degrees over the Mach number range of the 

tests. 
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2 Stabiliser effectiveness is strcqly deperdcnt Llpon roll angle rcduc1ng 

rapidly for velues above 45 degrees nnrl reaching ncgatLve wdues at high 
* 

inciderxzcc at supersonic speeds. 

5 3 Elevator effectiveness 1s fairly constant over the Yiach wmbcr range 

at zero roll angle but varies asymmetrically mith incCknce, being greater 

at large negative incidence for positive control angles than at positive 

mctience, 

4 Elevator effectiveness is strongly dependent upon roll angle at large 

incidence. 

5 Aileron effectiveness for four psnels is fairly co~tant with mcdzcc, 

roll, and Mach nuker but a single pailel exhibits va?xatlons front zero to 1.5 

bctwecn A = -90 end +gO degrees at Id = 2.8. 

6 The rolling moment varxation 76th roll angle on the complete ;naicl 

changes from being stable when one pair of wings is hor~zontai for ‘all incx?'wccs 

nt subsonic speeds and for low incidence at supersonic speeds, to bclng unstable 

for hgh incidcnco at supersonx sped. It is suggostd that this effect nay 

arise mainly from the Interaction of the body vortxes 2nd of' the vortices from 

the near horizontal ~nngs with the wzng on the lceside of tnc body. 
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Table 1 

Test profmme 

n 0.6 0.8 1.3 1.4 1.7 2.0 

rl x a 
degrees wgre*s de&es 

0 -15 -22to+22 J 
-22 to +22 J J 
-22 to +22 J J 

-90 to +go -90 to tj0 6 J” 12 
-90 to +90 20 J J J 1 J 

10 -45 -22to+z2* J J 
-Z to +P J J , 
-22 to +22 J J I 

-1 a0 to c, a0 6 J ’ 
180 to ,180 12 J 
-180 to +180 20 J 

20 -45 -22 to +22 J J J J J J 

180 to +I80 20 J 

30 -45 -22 to +22 J J J J 
4ii -22 to +P, J J 

-22 to +22 J 
180 to +180 6 : 

-180 to +I80 12 
180 to +1ao 20 

NO 0 -22to+ZZ J J J .I J J J J 
controls 

:‘o 
-22 to +22 J 
-22 to +22 

45 
I J 

-~ to +~ i Ji,i$ 
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